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Author Helen Boyd is a happily married woman whose husband enjoys sharing her wardrobe - and

she has written the first book on transgendered men to focus on their relationships. Traditionally

known as cross-dressers, transvestites, or drag queens, men like Helen's husband are a diverse lot

who don't always conform to stereotype. Helen addresses every imaginable question concerning

the probable and improbable reasons for behavior that still baffle not only "mental health

professionals" but the practitioners themselves; the taxonomy of the transgendered and the distinct

but overlapping societies of each group; coming out; bisexuality, and homophobia. The book

features interviews with some very interesting people: a dominatrix and her crossdressing husband;

a crossdressing Reiki master and his son; a woman who after dating one crossdresser wanted to

date others and fell in love with a transsexual instead; and a woman whose husband promised her

he was only a crossdresser who later realized that he was transsexual. The stories and opinions

chosen to represent the spectrum will surely titillate, shock, and disgust some readers; alternatively,

Helen's narrative is a powerful lens with which to examine our own notions of gender and equality.
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For those looking for an insight into male-to-female crossdressing, this is an excellent choice. While

it is written from the basis of a wife's point of view, it encompasses far more information than a

single person's viewpoint.Helen Boyd is founder of CDOD, an on-line meeting and discussion place

for couples. In her position as moderator, she has thoroughly researched crossdressers,

crossdressing, and their effect on marriages and families. While she is in a committed,

monogamous, legally married relationship with her CD husband, Betty, she is also very aware of the

stresses crossdressing can bring to a relationship.Helen's in-depth study of wives and girlfriends

reactions to their CD partners is both interesting and surprising. Interesting, in that they vary so

greatly. Surprising, in the degree of acceptance - and yes, pleasure - many find in their

relationships.Helen stresses that keeping crossdressing a secret from ones own partner violates the

trust required for a successful relationship. Where honest disclosure occurs early in the relationship,

trust is strengthened. The potential partner can then enter the relationship with her eyes and heart

open and the knowledge that her partner trusts her enough to disclose this "secret."Helen's book

does not simply paint a pretty picture. Many wives, especially where their partner's crossdressing

has been kept secret for years, lose their trust in him. What else has he been hiding? Does he really

want to transition fully and become a woman? Some try to restrict or eliminate their husband's

crossdressing, with the result that the relationship is severely damaged anyway. Some struggle with

keeping this situation a secret from their friends and families, damaging those relationships as well.

?My Husband Betty? (?MHB?) by Helen Boyd is a remarkable book relating to a generally

misunderstood, and also often fairly well-hidden, segment of our society: the world of heterosexual

men who crossdress, and their female partners. The book is remarkable not only because it is one

of the only books to address this group from the perspective of a wife of a crossdressing male, but

because it is an extremely well-done melange of personal experience, shared experiences of

others, as well as a survey of the available scientific and other literature available pertaining to this

group. But the main virtue of MHB is that it is (at times brutally) honest about the significant

challenges the author and other women have faced in the context of being in relationships with men

who are crossdressers. In the end, it is this frank honesty, which some readers ? including ones

who may be male crossdressers ? may find hard to swallow at times, that lends the book an

enhanced degree of credibility, openness and accessibility to anyone interested in this area, and

particularly to those who are living this experience.The book begins with an examination of the

crossdressers themselves, including the different kinds of things that they do, the different ?types?

of crossdressing men, the different phases of crossdressing that a crossdresser may experience at



different points of his life. This chapter of the book is enlightening for crossdressers themselves, but

is invaluable for a partner of a crossdresser who is at square one. An extremely helpful appendix

contains a glossary of crossdressing and related acronyms and jargon.Next the book addresses the

women who are the partners of crossdressers, taking into account the various experiences that they

have had, their reactions to their partner?
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